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A wireless moisture sensor has been developed on the basis of the backscatter characteristic of the microstrip antenna, which
works in the far field without a battery. This study aims to develop a wireless sensor with a long communication distance and
to apply the wireless applications, such as monitoring the moisture in the wrapped products and surface adsorption of hydrogen
peroxide in the biological isolation systems. The dropwise addition of the distilled water on the cleaning tissue is clearly detected
by the measurement of the backscattered power from the sensor at the frequencies of 0.954 GHz and 2.45 GHz. The ratio of the
backscattered power in two frequency bands can be used as an index to measure moisture.

1. Introduction

Water content, or moisture content, is often used to assess
the quality of a product and its optimum handling and pro-
cessing conditions. Microwave sensors emerged as effective
tools for real-time, nondestructive, and continuous sensing
of moisture content in a variety of materials [1–4]. The basic
idea of the microwave moisture sensors is to measure the
dielectric constant in a composite material such as the soil,
foodstuffs, and building structures, which have permittivity
that is mainly governed by the presence of liquid water
[3, 4]. Some principles of the dielectric measurement have
been proposed, for example, the time-domain reflectometry
(TDR) [5], the microstrip resonator [6], and the phase
shift detection of the transmission line [4] or parallel-plate
electrode [7]. In these conventional measurements, the ma-
terials under test conditions must be brought into contact
with the free face of microstripline or put in the near-field
region of the probing electrodes. Therefore, the conventional
methods are difficult to apply to the wireless applications in
the far field, such as monitoring the moisture in the wrapped
food and surface adsorption of hydrogen peroxide in the
biological isolation systems.

In this paper, we propose a wireless moisture sensor
based on the backscatter characteristic of the micro-strip
antenna, which works in the far field without a battery.

The power is supplied by an electromagnetic wave from a
transmitter to the sensor.

2. Principle of Sensing

The proposed sensor consists of a micro-strip antenna and a
load resistance. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the photograph of
the sensors, which were designed for the same characteristics.
(a) A 1.6-mm-thick rigid printed circuit board made of FR4
(glass epoxy: εr = 4.6) and (b) a 0.025-mm-thick flexible
printed circuit board made of cover-lay-coated PI (poly-
imide: εr = 3.6) were used as the substrates. The flexible
printed circuit board was in the form of film and easy to
handle, but an FR4 printed circuit board was used for the
present experiments, because PI was somewhat hygroscopic
and was not suitable for repeated use. The load resistance
(RL) of 50 ohm was soldered in the center of the print circuit
boards. The sensitivity of the water detection depends on the
shape of the micro-strip antenna. Further study is needed to
find a more highly sensitive antenna shape.

Figure 2 shows the measured frequency response of
the |S11| parameter for the sensor, that is, the reflection
coefficient of the sensor terminated by the resistance load of
50 ohm. The measurement was carried out with the network
analyzer connected to the sensor by the coaxial cable. The
cyan line and magenta line show |S11| characteristics for
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Figure 1: Photographs of sensors on (a) rigid printed circuit board
made of glass epoxy and (b) flexible printed circuit board made of
polyimide.

the sensor unwatered and exposed to the moisture, respec-
tively. The distilled water was added on the cleaning tissue
(Nippon Paper Crecia Co. and Kimberly-Clark Corporation,
KimWipes) that was stuck on the sensor. The volume of
the water was 500 μL, and the weight percent in the tissue
was 77.0%. However, the moisture in the paper was not
given uniformly. The dip of the |S11| shows the impedance
matching between the antenna and resistance load. In the
matching condition, the electromagnetic power is absorbed
by the sensor efficiently and consumed by the resistance load.
On the other hand, in the frequency range where the |S11| is
near zero, the electromagnetic power is not received by the
sensor but is scattered to the surrounding space. The in-
fluence of the moisture is observed as the shift to the low-
frequency side or the long wavelength side, which is a known
effect of shortening of the wavelength caused by a high
permittivity dielectric such as water [8]. In the 2.5 GHz–
3 GHz band, the dip of the |S11| curve is slightly shifted to
the high frequency side by the exposure to the moisture,
because the |S11| is significantly influenced by the dielectric
loss caused by the water [9]. The moisture of the sensor
surface is monitored by measuring the backscattered power
ratio at two appropriate frequencies. In this work, 0.954 GHz
and 2.45 GHz were used to measure the backscattered power,
because these frequency bands are available for the radio-
frequency identification (RFID) system in Japan. However,
the reassignment of the frequency band for the UHF RFID
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Figure 2: Measured frequency response of |S11| parameter for
sensor. Cyan line and magenta line show characteristics for sensors
that were unwatered and exposed to moisture, respectively.

system in Japan is planned to align it with the global stand-
ard.

The reflected power at 0.954 GHz is increased by the
moisture, while that of 2.45 GHz is decreased as seen in
Figures 2 and 3. In this case, the antenna has to be de-
signed to have no less than two impedance-matching fre-
quencies, which are arranged in the frequency bands less
than 0.954 GHz and more than 2.45 GHz. The sensitivity to
the change in water volume tends to be saturated for the
water contents over 800 μL. The water volume of 800 μL is
equivalent to the average water layer thickness of 0.16 mm on
the antenna. It is speculated that the sensitivity saturation is
caused by the thick water layer absorbing the electromagnetic
wave. Therefore, this sensor cannot be used under the envi-
ronment that there is too much volume of the water but is
suitable to detect the moisture or to measure the small water
content of materials from the outside.

In most applications, the detected water is not distilled
water but conductive water. The frequency response of the
sensor antenna was measured to the 2.0 wt.%-NaCl solution.
However, no significant change could be observed for the
NaCl addition. The conductivity of the saline solution was
estimated at 33 mS/cm. The concentration of the saline so-
lution may be too low to change the antenna characteristics.
The electromagnetic field simulation for the microstrip an-
tenna on the conductive dielectric substrate predicted the
slight shift of the impedance-matching frequency to the
high-frequency side and the distortion of the overall fre-
quency response curve. The dependence of the antenna char-
acteristics on the concentration of the solution should be in-
vestigated in accordance with the target application.
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Figure 3: Water-volume dependence of |S11| at 2.45 GHz and
0.954 GHz.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of measurement system.

3. Measurement System

Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the present measure-
ment system. This system consists of two signal generators
used as transmitters (Rohde and Schwarz SVBM100A) and a
spectrum analyzer used as a receiver (Tektronix RSA3408B).
In the practical system, the signal generators, and the spec-
trum analyzer can be replaced with a 0.954 GHz oscillator,
2.45 GHz oscillator, and a received signal strength indication
(RSSI) circuit. The sensor placed in the communication
range scatters the electromagnetic wave transmitted from
the signal generators and the spectrum analyzer detects the
variation of the electromagnetic power backscattered by the
sensor. The power of the backscattered electromagnetic wave
is much smaller than that of the directly propagated wave
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Figure 5: Calculated received power of electromagnetic wave back-
scattered by sensor.

Table 1: Parameters to calculate communication-distance depen-
dence of received power. |S11| of real sensor will range from negative
infinity to 0 by dB unit.

PTX (dBm) GS (dB) GM (dBi) LP (dB) |S11| (dB)

+30 0.0 +6.0 −3.0 0.0

from the transmitters. The time variation of the power of
directly propagated wave disturbs the measurement of the
backscattered power. Therefore, the time variation of the
propagation environment of the electromagnetic wave in the
communication range should be avoided.

The received power (PRX) of the electromagnetic wave
backscattered by the sensor was calculated by using (1) on
the basis of the Friis transmission formula [10]

PRX =
(

λ

4πd

)4

G2
SG

2
MLP|S11|2PTX, (1)

where PTX is a transmitted power from the transmitter, λ is
a wavelength of electromagnetic wave, d is a communication
distance, GS is an antenna gain of the sensor, GM is an an-
tenna gain of the transmitter and receiver, and LP is a con-
version loss from circular polarized wave to linearly polarized
wave. Figure 5 shows the calculated received power of the
electromagnetic wave backscattered by the sensor. The pa-
rameters for the calculation in Table 1 are taken from the
Association of Radio Industries and Business STD-T89
Standard for RFID in Japan.

The maximum communication distance between the
transmitter/receiver and the sensor depends on the receiver
sensitivity. The minimum input signal level of the receiver
in a wireless communication system is usually less than
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Figure 6: Flow chart of wireless moisture measurement.

−110 dBm. Therefore, the maximum communication dis-
tance is expected to be several tens of meters. The commu-
nication distance of RFID is also plotted in Figure 5. The
additional losses (LX) occur due to the impedance mismatch
of the transponder circuit for the antenna and backscat-
ter modulation in RFID systems. Furthermore, the maxi-
mum communication distance of the passive RFID system
(dmax RFID) strongly depends on the threshold power of the
RFID tag [11], which is required to operate the transponder
circuit, as shown in

dmax RFID = λ

4π

√
GSGMLPLX

PTX

PC
, (2)

where PC is a threshold power of the RFID tag and LX is
the additional losses in the RFID system. LX is usually about
−5 dB, and PC depends on the circuitry of the transponder.
The power consumption of the simple transponder is about
10 μW (= 0.01 dBm). In the case shown in Table 1, dmax RFID

for 0.954 GHz and 2.45 GHz are estimated at 2.73 m and
1.06 m, respectively. The maximum communication distance
of the proposed sensor system is not limited by the power
consumption of the transponder circuit. Therefore, the pro-
posed sensor system achieves a very long communication
distance.

The flow chart of the wireless moisture measurement is
shown in Figure 6. This flow chart was implemented with

LabView (National Instruments Co.). In this measurement
procedure, the interferences by other wireless communica-
tion systems were removed, and then, the ratio of the power
at 2.45 GHz against the power at 0.954 GHz was computed.

In the initialization process, the transmitted powers at
0.954 GHz and 2.45 GHz are adjusted to be lower than the
maximum input power level of the receiver to prevent the
receiver from overloading. The transmitted power that is as
high as possible in the range that does not conflict with
the radio law is suitable for performing high sensitivity
measurements. Then, the transmitted power ratio between
0.954 GHz and 2.45 GHz is fine-tuned so that the received
power ratio becomes near zero. Furthermore, the calibration
process is required to measure the absolute volume of
the water per sensor area. The calibration curve is given
by measuring the reflected power ratio at 0.954 GHz and
2.45 GHz as a function of volume of the water on the sensor.
In this work, the measurement was performed without any
calibration to detect the relative change in the water wet.

4. Measurement Results

The trace of the temporal changes in the water volume is
important for many practical purposes. The time domain
measurement at the fixed frequencies is useful to detect the
temporal changes in water volume on the sensor, because
the frequency sweep of electromagnetic wave in free space
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Figure 7: Transient response of received power and ratio of power
at frequencies of 0.954 GHz and 2.45 GHz. Transmitted powers
were set to −30 dBm for 0.954 GHz and −10 dBm for 2.45 GHz,
respectively. Communication distance was 500 mm.

cannot be used in compliance with the Radio Law, and it is
difficult to design the transmission antenna with the uniform
frequency response in the measurement frequency band.
Therefore, the time domain measurements were performed
in this work.

The transient responses of the received power at
0.954 GHz and 2.45 GHz were measured. The transmitted
powers were set to −30 dBm for 0.954 GHz and −10 dBm
for 2.45 GHz, respectively. The communication distance was
500 mm. These power levels ensure the communication
distance of 3 m, according to (1). Figure 7 shows the tran-
sient response of the received power measured by the spec-
trum analyzer and the ratio of the power at the frequency
of 0.954 GHz and 2.45 GHz. The power is represented in the
ratio against the background power in the frequency band-
width of 10 kHz. The distilled water of 100 μL was added on
the cleaning tissue stuck on the sensor at 64 s. The transient
of the power ratio is observed for about 10 s. This transient
time is almost equal to the time it takes the water to infiltrate
the paper tissue.

The power ratio as a function of volume of the water on
the sensor was measured. The transmitted power and the
communication distance were the same as those in the pre-
vious experiment. The distilled water was added on the
cleaning tissue stuck on the sensor, and the power ratio was
measured at the time of 10 s after the addition of the water.
The measurement was repeated five times, and the average
value and fluctuation of the measured power ratio are shown
in Figure 8. The fluctuation of the measured power ratio
dominantly depends on the time variation of the electromag-
netic propagation environment; that is, the movement of the
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Figure 8: Power ratio as function of volume of water on sensor.

human body, the microsyringe, or beakers around the sensor
disturb the electromagnetic propagation. The fluctuation of
the power ratio can be rejected by time-averaging the meas-
ured reflection power several times. However, it was difficult
to measure the water volume dependence of the power ratio
in the high moisture region, because the power ratio tends
to be saturated in the high moisture region more than 120 μl
(19.6% in the tissue).

The power backscattered by the sensor is inversely pro-
portional to the average permittivity of the sensor substrate
and the wet tissue with water if only the effect of the wave-
length being shortened by the high permittivity dielectric
is considered. Therefore, it was expected that the function
of 10 log(1/Volume) could be fitted. Two fitting parameters,
which are associated with dielectric constants of water and
the substrate of the antenna, were optimized to fit the
measurement result. The fitting curve obtained by the least-
squares method is put down with the measurement results in
Figure 8.

5. Conclusion

A wireless moisture sensor has been developed on the basis
of the backscatter characteristic of the micro-strip antenna,
which works in the far field without a battery. The power
is supplied by an electromagnetic wave from a transmitter
to the sensor. The dropwise addition of the distilled water
on the cleaning tissue is clearly detected by measuring of
the backscattered power at the frequencies of 0.954 GHz and
2.45 GHz. The ratio of the backscattered power in these fre-
quency bands can be used as an index to measure moisture.
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